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Housekeeping

Please use the chat to 
share thoughts and ideas

This is a safe and 
respectful space for all 

participants

We are recording the first 
half of the session, not the 

group discussion
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Agenda

Supporting LGBTQ+ colleagues to work and move globally

Criteria Best practice Discussion & scenarios  
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Speakers Emma Chatenay 
International Mobility Manager 
Herbert Smith Freehills

Helen Hickson
Global Mobility Lead
Accenture

Javier Leonor
Global Inclusion & Diversity 
Accenture
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Criteria overview –

Global Mobility

• Global mobility policy or guidelines

• No detriment 

• Relocation support for LGBTQ+ families 

• Alternative options 

• Emergency procedure to evacuate staff

• Country specific LGBTQ+ information 

• Point of contact whose remit covers 
LGBTQ+ diversity & inclusion 
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Progress & challenges –

Global Mobility • Total possible score: 19 

• Over the past four years, we 
haven’t seen progress in the 
average score for this section 
of the GWEI 

• In comparison, the average 
scores in the Policy, Training 
and Staff Engagement sections 
have all increased over four 
years
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• Working Globally: Why LGBT+ Inclusion is 
Key to Competitiveness
26 August 2021

Emma Chatenay (she/her), International Mobility Manager, Herbert Smith Freehills LLP



Agenda
• Introductions

• Working Globally report – key findings

• What employers can do

• Q&A



Introductions

Emma Chatenay (she/her)
HR Manager – International Mobility 
Herbert Smith Freehills



Working Globally - Why LGBT+ Inclusion is
Key to Competitiveness

‘Working Globally’ Report published in December 2020 – collaboration between Open for 
Business, HSF and Deloitte. 

First of its kind research into mobility, LGBT+ employee experience and economic 
competitiveness.

Open For Business is a coalition of leading global companies dedicated to LGBT+ inclusion



Working Globally - Why LGBT+ Inclusion is
Key to Competitiveness

Key findings:

• LGBT+ professionals are very willing to work abroad, with over 70% of respondents willing to travel for 
short-term assignments, commuter assignments or business trips, and over 50% willing to travel for a long-
term assignment

• LGBT+ laws and culture are the two most important factors influencing the decision of LGBT+ people to 
work abroad – even ahead of healthcare and insurance.

• Despite a desire for ‘local knowledge’, over 90% of LGBT+ professionals working on international 
assignments did not receive information about laws or culture related to LGBT+ people from their employer.

• 69% of LGBT+ professionals cited discrimination laws related to LGBT+ people as a reason for rejecting a 
potential international assignment.

• LGBT+ people are significantly more likely to accept work assignments to countries with higher levels of 
social and legal acceptance of LGBT+ people. As a country’s score of social and legal LGBT+ acceptance 
increases, there is a statistically significant rise in the number of LGBT+ professionals willing to travel there 
on international assignments.



Working Globally Report – what employers 
can do

Provision of 
information in 

advance

Assurance

Provision for 
family 

members

Emergency 
support

Confidential 
support

Network 
support

Flexibility



Working Globally Report – what employers 
can do 

1. Provision of information – ensure LGBT+ employees are sufficiently informed before they 
go on assignment

2. Assurance – ensure LGBT+ employees are assured that their careers will not be impacted in 
the event an international opportunity is declined

3. Family members – ensure any accompanying dependents are supported and considered 

4. Emergency support – review emergency support on offer to LGBT+ employees on 
assignment

5. Confidentiality – are there designated contacts in the business should LGBT+ employees 
need a confidential chat?

6. Networks – consider what internal network support might be available for any relocating 
LGBT+ employees

7. Flexibility – consider how flexible the business’ policy is in the event that an assignment 
goes wrong or an LGBT+ employee is unhappy while on assignment.

8. Feedback – ask other assignees for their feedback on the mobility experience



Any questions….?



Our Mobility journey
Helen Hickson, Global Mobility Lead
Javier Leonor, Global Inclusion & Diversity



Javier Leonor

Spaniard living in Amsterdam

20+ years IT Consulting
Cloud & Network Geek 

Global Inclusion & Diversity

MUSICALS MEETING
NEW PEOPLE

FLYING FOODIE GAY



Helen Hickson

Living outside London, England

20+ years in Accenture

LGBT Ally, Disability Champion, Cross-Cultural 
Champion

HORSES DOGS TRAVEL OPERA



Our (global) mobility program



How we support our travelers & assignees
• Self ID program

• Our Travel Arrangements policy language: 

“In line with Policy 1003 – Ensuring our Meritocracy and 
non-discrimination, an employee can refuse to travel to a 
country/place where they feel their safety or values may be 
compromised. For further guidance and training please 
visit Global Watch.”

Tap into the experts: 

• Crisis24 PRISM 2020 Annual Report

• Living Abroad’s LGBT resources and latest developments 
in more than 60 destination reports

• Aperian Globe’s GlobeSmart
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Ensure policies are inclusive 
(language matters!)

+
Easy to read information 

that’s relevant 
+

People Care (don’t neglect 
human touch)
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What’s next for Accenture Mobility?
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• Additional support on assignment:

- LGBTQ+

- Females

- People With Disabilities

• I&D KPI’s

- CSAT scores

- % of Mobility LGBT Allys

• Evolving our COVID points of view 

• Accessibility & Inclusion in Communications

• Additional I&D training for Mobility
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Roundtable discussion


